
FEWER CLICKS
Reviewers are able to, with one 
click, code multiple fields. Less 
time clicking each choice and less 
time scrolling through the layout 
resulting in time efficiency and cost 
savings.

FULL ADMIN CUSTOMIZATION 
CI Click allows for full customization, 
from what choices are included in 
the action to auto-advancing the 
reviewer to the next document. 
Coding layout buttons can also be 
added to further customize the user 
experience based on review needs. 

A customizable, single-click, multi-select coding tool simplifies 
repetitive coding by streamlining clicks, for faster review and 
reduced costs. 

CI Click
Move with greater speed by clicking less.
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Default Category

Control Number

Custodian

Unified Title

STR - Key Terms

Responsiveness

Coding

Privilege

Hot

Confidentiality

Manage

Manage

Manage

Manage

Responsive

Non-Responsive

Further Analysis Required

Technical Issue

Attorney Work Product

Attorney-Client Communication

Potentially Privileged

Not Provileged

Hot

Not Confidential

Confidential

Highly Confidential

We make the best technologies better. 



CimplifiTM powers 
our client experience.

BURDEN-FREE TECHNOLOGY
Get access to a secure ecosystem of the most powerful eDiscovery and contract analytics 
tools, free from the burden of infrastructure, back-end implementation, or maintenance.  

CLIENT-DRIVEN INTEGRATIONS
We make the best technologies work better through workflow and software integrations 
that streamline and integrate administration, processes, and reporting and deliver 
valuable insights and benefits.

SCALABLE & CUSTOMIZABLE 
We give you the flexibility to deploy our platform of Cimplifi Legal SolutionsTM for your 
entire operation or utilize it for a single project—scale up or down without limits. Tailor 
your tech stack and access a custom platform without any custom development.
 
TOP-TIER SECURITY  
At Cimplifi, we’re serious about security. We employ the highest standards across our 
enterprise and stand up to the most rigorous vetting.  
 
COST MANAGEMENT & RECOVERY
Realize cost savings and gain visibility into your spend through metrics and dashboards 
that can help you track, manage, and recover costs.  
 
EXPERT SUPPORT
We earn our clients’ trust and confidence by delivering responsive and reliable service, 
proactive project management, and a deep bench of seasoned legal, technical, and 
subject matter experts.

Discover the many advantages of Cimplifi and see why 
clients love working with us. 

Ready for a more empowering experience?  
Get in touch today to speak with an expert.
info@cimplifi.com / Phone 833.215.2667
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